13th China goes Global Conference
Globalization, Cooperation and Conflict Redefined
Sept 30 - Oct 2, 2019
Rollins College, Orlando, Florida

Doctoral consortium

The event: A Doctoral paper development program will be given to early career researchers, with the purpose of helping them publish the ideas/papers in a top peer-reviewed journal. During the Workshop selected PhD candidates will have the opportunity to attend special speeches by academics and also present their work (dissertation or a part of it or a paper linked to their research agenda) and discuss it with professors and experts.

Submit your proposal: PhD candidates who wish to submit their request to join the Doctoral consortium are required to send to spigarelli@unime.it – by April 15th - a document following the requests reported below. Selected candidates will receive confirmation of their participation to the Doctoral consortium by May 30th.

Please, submit a 1 page document (summary), following formatting rules as in Emerald’s structured Abstract (see: https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/194f/91e45c1784f379c91788a748459157e57304.pdf)

During the conference, the PhD candidate will have to present their project/ideas, without a power point, for 10 minutes. A 15 minutes session of discussion and interaction with senior scholars will follow.

Deadlines: As for rules of registration to the conference and important deadlines, please visit http://www.chinagoesglobal.org/conference/conference-deadlines/
Student rate: early bird $250 (due on July 15, 2019); regular: $299

Awards: A number of awards will be given to recognize excellent contributions, including best PhD paper awards. The best paper awards will also confer on the recipient priority review to the International Journal of Emerging Markets.